the Fuchsbau – Blockhouse 1
Eingang
The block house has approx.
80 square meters and is
extended about 2 floors. In
the first floor you will find the
kitchen, the bathroom and the
living room. The bedrooms
are arranged in the upper
floor. The holiday house is
equipped for 6 persons. It
disposes about a terrace, a
small garden and is
completely fenced. The wood
is natural finish.
Kitchen – The roomy
breakfast kitchen invites you
to stay after the meal. It is
equipped with everything you
need for a relaxing holiday:
microwave, toaster, glass
ceramic cook surface, baking
oven, fridge, dishwasher,
coffee machine, water boiler.
Sufficient cutleries and
dinnerware is available.

Wohnzimmer

Außenansicht

Wohnzimmer

Wohnküche

Schlafzimmer 1

Schlafzimmer 2 – Doppelbett

Schlafzimmer 2 – Schlafcouch

Living room – The huge
living room disposes about a
direct access to the large
terrace. It is equipped with a
LCD-TV wit SAT, radio and
CD/DVD-player.
Bedroom - The Bedrooms
are situated in the first floor.
Both are equipped with a
double bed and a wall
cupboard. The second living
room is additionally equipped
with a comfortable double bed
couch for 2 persons.
Bath room – The large bath
room is equipped with a
douche and sufficient storage
room.

Badezimmer

Terasse mit Sitzmöbel

Terrace and garden – The
block house is completely
fenced with an approx. 80 cm
high fence. The terrace
arranged to the south is super
to relax, to sun or to make a
barbecue. Garden furniture
and sun longer are gratis!
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the Fuchsbau - Blockhouse 2
General - The approximately
70 square meters large
holiday home sleeps up to 6
people. It has a terrace , a
small garden and is
completely fenced.
Kitchen - The open
integrated in the living area
kitchen with the dining area
is equipped with a 4 ring
ceramic hob , oven,
dishwasher , fridge, 30 liter
freezer, toaster, coffee
maker, kettle and plenty of
cutlery and crockery.
Living Room - The large
living room has direct access
to the terrace . It is equipped
with flat screen TV , radio
and CD / DVD player. There
is also a sofa bed on the two
people comfortably find .
Bedroom - The two
bedrooms are on the first
floor and both have a small
balcony. One bedroom is
furnished with a large double
bed and the other with 2
single beds.

Entrance

Living room with sofa bed

Living room with terrace

Kitchenette with dining area

Dining

Master Bedroom

MasterBedroom with Balcony

Bedroom 2 - 2 single beds

bathroom

Terrace with seating

Bathroom - The bathroom
has a shower .
Terrace and garden - The
cottage is fully fenced with a
80 cm high fence.
Daily price:
(2Pers)

80 €/day

Final cleaning:

55 €

Each further
person:
Reservation
under 7 Days:

5 €/Pers/day

Dog:

5 €/dog/day

5 €/day
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the Fuchsbau - Blockhouse 3
General - The approximately
70 square meters large
holiday home sleeps up to 6
people. It has a terrace , a
small garden and is
completely fenced.
Kitchen - The open
integrated in the living area
kitchen with the dining area
is equipped with a 4 ring
ceramic hob , oven,
dishwasher , fridge, 30 liter
freezer, toaster, coffee
maker, kettle and plenty of
cutlery and crockery.
Living Room - The large
living room has direct access
to the terrace . It is equipped
with flat screen TV , radio
and CD / DVD player. There
is also a sofa bed on the two
people comfortably find .
Bedroom - The two
bedrooms are on the first
floor and both have a small
balcony. One bedroom is
furnished with a large double
bed and the other with 2
single beds.

Entrance

Living room with sofa bed

Living room with terrace

Kitchenette with dining area

Dining

Master Bedroom

MasterBedroom with Balcony

Bedroom 2 - 2 single beds

bathroom

Terrace with seating

Bathroom - The bathroom
has a shower .
Terrace and garden - The
cottage is fully fenced with a
80 cm high fence.
Daily price:
(2Pers)

80 €/day

Final cleaning:

55 €

Each further
person:
Reservation
under 7 Days:

5 €/Pers/day

Dog:

5 €/dog/day

5 €/day
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the Fuchsbau – Holiday flat 140m²
General - The holiday flat of approx. 40
sqm had been completely renovated in
the year 2010. It extends of 2 floors and
offers sufficient place for 4 persons. The
flat is completely tiled and due to the
high quality equipment you will
immediately feel like "at home".

Kitchen - The modern kitchen is
completely equipped. Here you will find
an induction cooker, a dishwasher, a
micro wave, oven, fridge, freezer, coffee
machine, water boiler, toaster as well as
sufficient dinnerware and cutlery.
Additionally there is a small dining
corner for 2- 3 persons.

living room with fireplace

dining room

Living room

Bathroom

Kitchen

Kitchen

Sleeping room

2. Sleeping room

Garden

Terrace

Living and dining room - The living
and dining room dispose about a direct
access to the big terrace (approx 75
sqm). It is equipped with SAT-TV, radio
and cd/dvd-player. The chimney invites
for cuddly evenings.

1. Sleeping room - This one is situated
in the same floor as the living and
dining room, it has a size of 20 sqm and
is equipped with a double bed and a
huge wardrobe.

Bathroom - in the roomy bathroom you
will find a shower and a bathtub, as well
as sufficient stowage.

2. Sleeping room - This sleeping room
is in the next floor, it is equipped with a
double bed, directly next door is a small
WC.

Terrace/Garden - The terrace is in a
southward direction, you will also have
the possibility to enjoy the sun the
whole day, but also in the case of rain
you will have the possibility to enjoy the
terrace due to the roofing. The garden
with approx. 1000 sqm is like a park
and is to your lonely use. Garden
furniture and sun lounger are gratis to
your disposal.

Daily price:
(2Pers)

85 €/day

Final cleaning:

80 €

Each further
person:

5 €/Per/day

Reservation
under 7 Days:

5 €/day

Dog:

5 €/dog/day
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Der Fuchsbau – Holiday flat 45m²
General - The holiday flat is
situated in the first floor of a
family house and disposes about
a separate entrance. It has a
size of 45 sqm and is suitable
for 4 persons. The holiday flat is
completely tiled and equipped
with heated floor
Kitchen - The kitchenette is
equipped with a two burner
range, a fridge with freezer,
coffee machine, water boiler,
and a small oven and with
sufficient dinnerware.
Living room - the huge living
room disposes about a direct
access to the terrace.It is
equipped with a big LCD-TV of
the latest generation (with
HDTV), Radio and CD/DVDplayer. Here you will find a
comfortable daybed for 2
persons.

Living room with studio bed

Living room

dining corner

Living room with dining corner

Sleeping room

Bathroom

Kitchenette

Terrace

Bedroom - The master
bedroom has a large double
bed.
Bath room - the light bathroom
disposes about a shower.
Terrace - In the morning, the
sunny terrace invites to a
comfortable breakfast. There
are gratis garden furniture
and sun loungers.
Daily price:
(2Pers)

38 €/day

Final cleaning:

45 €

Each further
person:
Reservation
under 7 Days:

5 €/Pers/day

Dog:

5 €/dog/day

5 €/day
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